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This paper is concerned with an invariantive formulation of the boundary
value problem treated in the first Herbert Ellsworth Slaught memorial paper [2].

1. The basic differential form. The differential equations,

y,, + p2y O, y" -{- y’/x + (-p2/x -{- 1)y 0,

y" (2x/(1 x2))y -{- (p(p + 1)/(1 x))y O,

admit as solutions trigonometric, Bessel and Legendre functions respectively.
In terms of these solutions any function f(x), arbitrary to within certain re-
strictions, may be expanded in a Fourier series, a Bessel series or a Legendre
series respectively. A generalization of this idea leads to a consideration of the
general differential equation with a complex parameter ,
(1.1) L(y, ) y" + p(x)y’ + (q(x) + r(x))y 0 (q(x) 0).

Our starting point will be a study of the differential form L(y, ) under the
most general [3] transformation group G. y ey*, x* ti(x), ti’(x) O,
preserving its form. Using the notation y’ dy/dx, y*’ dy*/dx*, we obtain

y ey*, y’ e’(ti’)((i’)-ly* +
y" e(’){y*’’ -t- (’)-1(2a’ + (,)-l,,)y., + (,)-2(,, -t- (a’))y*},

(1.2) y" + py’ + (q, + r)y e(ti’)(y*’’ + p’y*’ + (q’X* + r*)y*),

p* (’)-(p + 2’ + (’)-"), q* (ti’)-q,

r* (’)-(r + pa’ + (a’) + a"), * ).

It is the tensor point of view to regard L(y, ,) as expressed in an accidental
one of the totality of allowable coordinate systems related by G2 In this
sense, any other expression L*(y*, *) with arguments related to those of L(y,
by (1.2) serves equally well to represent the basic differential form, and all such
related forms are to be regarded as equivalent representations of one and the
same abstract entity.
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